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Abstract
We add conditionals with time-dependent conditions to the real time process algebra with para-
metric timing from the framework of process algebras with timing presented by Baeten and Middel-
burg [Handbook of Process Algebra, Elsevier, 2001, Chapter 10]. This extension facilitates flexible
dependence of process behaviour on initialization time. We show that the conditions concerned gen-
eralize the conditions introduced earlier in a discrete time setting by Baeten and Bergstra [Formal
Aspects of Computing 8 (1996) 188–208]. © 2001 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Process algebra; Real time; Discrete time; Absolute timing; Relative timing; Parametric
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1. Introduction
Algebraic concurrency theories such as ACP [1–3], CCS [4,5] and CSP [6,7] have been
extended to deal with time-dependent behaviour in various ways. In Ref. [8], we presented
results of a systematic study of some of the most important issues relevant to dealing with
time-dependent behaviour of processes – viz. absolute versus relative timing, continuous
versus discrete time scale, and separation versus combination of execution of actions and
passage of time – in the setting of ACP. We presented real time and discrete time versions
of ACP with both absolute timing and relative timing, starting with a new real time version
of ACP with absolute timing called ACPsat. We demonstrated that ACPsat extended with
integration and initial abstraction generalizes the presented real time version with relative
timing and the presented discrete time version with absolute timing. Integration provides
for alternative composition over a continuum of alternatives; and initial abstraction, being
reminiscent of λ-abstraction but specific to the case where the parameter is process initial-
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ization time, provides a way of forming processes with parametric timing. The extension
with integration enables embedding of discrete time process algebras and the extension
with initial abstraction enables embedding of process algebras with relative timing. We
focussed on versions of ACP with timing where execution of actions and passage of time
are separated, but explained how versions with time stamping of actions can be obtained.
The real time versions of ACP presented in Ref. [8], unlike those presented in Refs.
[9,10], do not exclude the possibility of two or more actions to be performed consecutively
at the same point in time. That is, they include urgent actions, similar to ATP [11] and
the different versions of CCS with timing [12–14]. This feature seems to be essential
to obtain simple and natural embeddings of discrete time versions as well as useful in
practice when describing and analyzing systems in which actions occur that are entirely
independent. This is, for example, the case for actions that happen at different locations in
a distributed system. In Refs. [9,10], ways to deal with independent actions are proposed
where such actions take place at the same point in time by treating it as a special case of
communication. This is, however, a real burden in the description and the analysis of the
systems concerned.
In this paper we extend ACPsat extended with integration and initial abstraction further
with conditionals in which the condition depends on time. The conditions concerned gen-
eralize the conditions introduced earlier in Ref. [15] to extend discrete time versions of
ACP with conditionals in which the condition depends on time. The extension allows an
interesting expansion property of processes with parametric timing, called time spectrum
expansion, to be expressed. It is practically useful as well, because it facilitates flexible
dependence of process behaviour on initialization time. We also extend the discrete time
counterpart of ACPsat presented in Ref. [8] with conditionals in which the condition de-
pends on time. In this case, the conditions are essentially the same as the conditions
introduced earlier in Ref. [15]. For all that, the emphasis of this paper is on a real time
version with parametric timing that essentially encompasses all real time and discrete time
versions of ACP with absolute timing and relative timing presented in Ref. [8].
In Ref. [8], our aim was to present a coherent collection of algebraic concurrency the-
ories generalizing ACP that deal with time-dependent behaviour in different ways. In this
paper, we extend the main real time and discrete time versions of ACP presented in Ref.
[8] with conditionals in which the condition depends on time. By showing that the discrete
time version with conditionals can be embedded in the real time version with conditionals,
we demonstrate that the extensions with conditionals do not destroy the coherence.
We also give an example of the use of the presented version of ACPsat with conditionals.
The example concerns the description of the behaviour that is relevant to railroad crossing
control. We do not go into detail about the analysis of the described railroad crossing sys-
tem, but we do mention some of the properties that can be checked using generalizations of
the standard process algebraic techniques of linearization and expansion. Various standard
process algebraic techniques for a detailed analysis of systems described using ACP-style
process algebras, including linearization and expansion, can be generalized to the presented
version of ACPsat with conditionals. However, a treatment of these techniques in the setting
of this real time version of ACP is considered to go beyond the scope of this paper.
Various constants and operators of real time versions of ACP have counterparts in dis-
crete time versions of ACP; and various constants and operators of versions of ACP with
absolute timing have counterparts in versions of ACP with relative timing. A notational
distinction is made between a constant or operator of one version and its counterparts in
another version, by means of different decorations of a common symbol, if they should not
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be identified in case the versions are integrated. The embeddings of discrete time versions
in real time versions (with integration) and the embeddings of versions with relative timing
in versions with absolute timing (with initial abstraction) permit discrete time versions
and real time versions to be integrated and versions with relative timing and versions
with absolute timing to be integrated, respectively. We can, for example, describe a
process as the parallel composition of a process described in a real time version with
relative timing and a process described in a discrete time version with absolute timing.
Of course, so long as one uses a single version, one can safely omit the above-mentioned
decorations.
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we review ACPsat and its extension with
integration and initial abstraction in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we add conditionals in
which the condition depends on time to this real time version of ACP. After that, in Section
4, we first briefly review the discrete time counterpart of ACPsat and then add conditionals
in which the condition depends on time to this discrete time version of ACP. In Section 5,
we show that the discrete time version with conditionals can be embedded in the real time
version with conditionals.
2. Real time process algebra with absolute timing
In this section, we review ACPsat, the real time process algebra with absolute
timing introduced in Ref. [8], and its extension with integration and initial abstraction.
A detailed account of this real time version of ACP and these extensions is given in
Ref. [8]. The operational semantics rules – extracted from Ref. [8] – are given in Appendix
A.
In case of ACPsat, it is assumed that a theory of the non-negative real numbers has been
given. Its signature has to include the constant 0 :→ R0, the operator + : R0 × R0 →
R0, and the predicates : R0 × R0 and =: R0 × R0. In addition, this theory has to
include axioms that characterize + as a commutative and associative operation with 0 as a
neutral element and as a total ordering that has 0 as its least element and that is preserved
by +.
In ACPsat, as in the other versions of ACP with timing presented in this paper, it is
assumed that a fixed but arbitrary set A of actions has been given. It is also assumed that
a fixed but arbitrary communication function, i.e., a partial, commutative and associative
function γ : A× A → A, has been given. The function γ is regarded to give the result of
the synchronous execution of any two actions for which this is possible, and to be undefined
otherwise. In ACPsat, as in the other versions of ACP with timing presented in this paper,
the term communication is used in the sense of synchronous communication: communica-
tion is considered to take place only when actions are performed synchronously. The weak
restrictions on γ allow many kinds of communication between parallel processes to be
modeled.
First, in Section 2.1, we treat BPAsat, basic standard real time process algebra with
absolute timing, in which parallelism and communication are not considered. After that, in
Section 2.2, BPAsat is extended to ACPsat to deal with parallelism and communication as
well. In Section 2.3, integration and initial abstraction are added to ACPsat. Finally, some
useful additional axioms, derivable for closed terms, and elimination results are given in
Section 2.4.
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2.1. Basic process algebra
In BPAsat, we have the sort P of processes, the urgent action constants a˜ :→ P (one for
each a ∈ A), the urgent deadlock constant δ˜ :→ P, the deadlocked process constant δ˙ :→ P,
the alternative composition operator + : P× P → P, the sequential composition operator
· : P× P → P, the absolute delay operator σabs : R0 × P → P, the absolute time-out
operatorυabs : R0 × P → P, and the absolute initialization operatorυabs : R0 × P → P.
The process a˜ is only capable of performing action a, immediately followed by suc-
cessful termination, at time 0. The process δ˜, although existing at time 0, is incapable of
doing anything. The process δ˙ stands a process that exhibits inconsistent timing at time
0. This process, which is called immediate deadlock in Refs. [8,15], can be viewed as a
process that has already deadlocked at time 0. The process σpabs(x) is the process x shifted
in time by p. Thus, the process σpabs(δ˜) is capable of idling from time 0 up to and including
time p – and at time p it gets incapable of doing anything – whereas the process σpabs(δ˙)
is only capable of idling from time 0 up to, but not including, time p. The process x · y is
the process x followed upon successful termination by the process y. The process x+y is
the process that proceeds with either the process x or the process y, but not both. As in the
untimed case, the choice is resolved upon execution of the first action, and not before. We
also have two auxiliary operators: υabs and υabs. The process υ
p
abs(x) is the part of x that
starts to perform actions before time p. The process υ pabs(x) is the part of x that starts to
perform actions at time p or later. The operator υabs makes it easy to capture the interaction
of absolute delay with sequential composition in the axioms of BPAsat. The operator υabs
is used to anticipate in the axioms of BPAsat the addition of initial abstraction, by which a
process cannot only to be started up at time 0 but also at other time points.
We assume that an infinite set of variables of sort P has been given. Given the signature
of BPAsat, terms of BPAsat are constructed in the usual way. We will in general use infix
notation for binary operators. The need to use parentheses is further reduced by ranking
the precedence of the binary operators. Throughout this paper we adhere to the following
precedence rules: (i) the operator · has the highest precedence, (ii) the operator + has the
lowest precedence, and (iii) all other operators have the same precedence. We will also
use the following abbreviation. Let (ti )i∈I be an indexed set of terms of BPAsat where
I = {i1, . . . , in}. Then we write ∑i∈I ti for ti1+ · · · + tin . We further use the convention
that
∑
i∈I ti stands for δ˙ if I = ∅.
We denote variables by x, x ′, y, y ′, . . . We use a, a′, b, b′, . . . to denote elements of
A ∪ {δ} in the context of an equation, and elements of A in the context of an operational
semantics rule. Furthermore, we use H to denote a subset of A. We denote elements of
R0 by p,p′, q, q ′ and elements of R>0 by r, r ′. We write Aδ for A ∪ {δ}.
2.1.1. Axiom system
The axiom system of BPAsat consists of the equations given in Table 1. For a discussion
of the axioms of BPAsat, see Ref. [8]. The axioms concerning the interaction of absolute
delay with sequential composition become easier to understand by realizing that for all
closed BPAsat-terms t and for all p > 0 either t = υpabs(t) is derivable or there exists a
closed term t ′ such that t = υpabs(t)+σpabs(t ′) is derivable. Besides, υ 0abs(t) = t is derivable
for all closed BPAsat-terms t . The above-mentioned representation result for closed BPAsat-
terms is a corollary of the following two lemmas from Ref. [8], which are used there to
shorten the calculations in the proof of an embedding theorem.
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Table 1
Axioms of BPAsat (a ∈ Aδ , p, q  0, r > 0)
x+y = y+x A1
(x+y)+z = x+(y+z) A2
x+x = x A3
(x+y) · z = x · z+y · z A4
(x · y) · z = x · (y · z) A5
x+δ˙ = x A6ID
δ˙ · x = δ˙ A7ID
σ 0abs(x) = υ 0abs(x) SAT1
σ
p
abs(σ
q
abs(x)) = σp+qabs (x) SAT2
σ
p
abs(x)+σpabs(y) = σpabs(x+y) SAT3
σ
p
abs(x) · υpabs(y) = σpabs(x · δ˙) SAT4
σ
p
abs(x) · (υpabs(y)+σpabs(z)) = σpabs(x · υ 0abs(z)) SAT5
σ
p
abs(δ˙) · x = σpabs(δ˙) SAT6
a˜+δ˜ = a˜ A6SAa
σrabs(x)+δ˜ = σrabs(x) A6SAb
δ˜ · x = δ˜ A7SA
υ
p
abs(δ˙) = δ˙ SATO0
υ0abs(x) = δ˙ SATO1
υrabs(a˜) = a˜ SATO2
υ
p+q
abs (σ
p
abs(x)) = σpabs(υqabs(x)) SATO3
υ
p
abs(x+y) = υpabs(x)+υpabs(y) SATO4
υ
p
abs(x · y) = υpabs(x) · y SATO5
υ 0abs(δ˙) = δ˙ SAI0a
υ rabs(δ˙) = σrabs(δ˙) SAI0b
υ 0abs(a˜) = a˜ SAI1
υ rabs(a˜) = σrabs(δ˙) SAI2
υ
p+q
abs (σ
p
abs(x)) = σpabs(υ qabs(υ 0abs(x))) SAI3
υ
p
abs(x+y) = υ pabs(x)+υ pabs(y) SAI4
υ
p
abs(x · y) = υ pabs(x) · y SAI5
Lemma 1. In BPAsat and ACPsat, as well as in the further extensions with restricted
integration and initial abstraction:
(1) the equation t = υpabs(t)+υ pabs(t) is derivable for all closed terms t such that t =
υ 0abs(t) and t = t+σpabs(δ˙);
(2) the equations t = υpabs(t) and υ pabs(t) = σpabs(δ˙) are derivable for all closed terms t
such that t = υ 0abs(t) and t /= t+σpabs(δ˙).
Lemma 2. In BPAsat and ACPsat, as well as in the further extensions with restricted
integration and initial abstraction, for each p ∈ R0 and each closed term t, there exists
a closed term t ′ such that υ pabs(t) = σpabs(t ′) and t ′ = υ 0abs(t ′).
Lemma 1 indicates that a process that is able to reach time p can be regarded as being
the alternative composition of the part that starts to perform actions before p and the part
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that starts to perform actions at p or later. Lemma 2 shows that the part of a process that
starts to perform actions at time p or later can always be regarded as a process shifted in
time by p.
Example 3. We take A such that a, b, c ∈ A. From the axioms of BPAsat, we can, for
example, derive the equations:
σ 5.1abs (a˜) · (σ 5.4abs (b˜)+σ 4.9abs (c˜)) = σ 5.1abs (a˜ · σ 0.3abs (b˜)),
σ 5.1abs (a˜) · (σ 5.4abs (b˜) · σ 4.9abs (c˜)) = σ 5.1abs (a˜ · σ 0.3abs (b˜ · δ˙)),
υ5.3abs (σ
5.1
abs (a˜)+σ 5.4abs (b˜)) = σ 5.1abs (a˜)+σ 5.3abs (δ˙),
υ 5.3abs (σ
5.1
abs (a˜)+σ 5.4abs (b˜)) = σ 5.4abs (b˜),
υ 5.7abs (σ
5.1
abs (a˜)+σ 5.4abs (b˜)) = σ 5.7abs (δ˙).
2.1.2. Semantics
A real time transition system over A consists of a set of states S, a root state ρ ∈ S and
four kinds of relations on states:
• a binary relation 〈_ , p〉 a→〈_ , p〉 for each a ∈ A, p ∈ R0,
• a unary relation 〈_ , p〉 a→〈√, p〉 for each a ∈ A, p ∈ R0,
• a binary relation 〈_ , p〉 r→〈_ , q〉 for each r ∈ R>0, p, q ∈ R0 where q = p + r ,
• a unary relation 〈_ , p〉↑ for each p ∈ R0;
satisfying
• if 〈s, p〉 r+r ′→ 〈s′, q〉, r, r ′ > 0, then there is an s′′ such that 〈s, p〉 r→〈s′′, p + r〉 and
〈s′′, p + r〉 r ′→〈s′, q〉;
• if 〈s, p〉 r→〈s′′, p + r〉 and 〈s′′, p + r〉 r ′→〈s′, q〉, then 〈s, p〉 r+r ′→ 〈s′, q〉.
The four kinds of relations are called action step, action termination, time step and
deadlocked relations, respectively. We write RTTS(A) for the set of all real time transition
systems over A.
We shall associate a transition system in RTTS(A) with a closed term t of BPAsat by
taking the set of closed terms of BPAsat as set of states and the closed term t as root
state, and defining the action step, action termination, time step and deadlocked relations
using rules in the style of Plotkin [16]. A semantics given in this way is called a structural
operational semantics.
Notice that, by taking closed terms as states, the relations can be explained as follows:
• 〈t, p〉 a→〈t ′, p〉: process t is capable of first performing action a at time p and then
proceeding as process t ′;
• 〈t, p〉 a→〈√, p〉: process t is capable of first performing action a at time p and then
terminating successfully;
• 〈t, p〉 r→〈t ′, q〉: process t is capable of first idling from time p to time q and then
proceeding as process t ′;
• 〈t, p〉↑: process t has already deadlocked at time p.
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The rules for the operational semantics have the form h1,...,hm,s
c1,...,cn
, where s is optional.
They are to be read as “if h1 and . . . and hm then c1 and . . . and cn, provided s”. The
conclusions c1, . . . , cn are positive formulas of the form 〈t, p〉 a→〈t ′, p〉, 〈t, p〉 a→〈√, p〉,
〈t, p〉 r→〈t ′, q〉 or 〈t, p〉↑, where t and t ′ are open terms of BPAsat. The premises h1, . . . , hm
are positive formulas of the above forms or negative formulas of the form ¬(〈t, p〉↑). The
rules are actually rule schemas. The optional s is a side-condition restricting the actions
over which a, b and c range and the non-negative real numbers over which p, q and r
range.
The structural operational semantics of BPAsat is described by the rules given in Table
20. For a discussion of some of the rules for the operational semantics of BPAsat, see
Ref. [8]. On the basis of the rules for the operational semantics of BPAsat, the operators of
BPAsat can be directly defined on the set of real time transition systems in a straightforward
way.
By identifying bisimilar processes we obtain our preferred model of BPAsat. One pro-
cess is (strongly) bisimilar to another process means that if one of the processes is capable
of doing a certain step, i.e., performing a certain action at a certain time or idling from a
certain time to another, and next going on as a certain subsequent process then the other
process is capable of doing the same step and next going on as a process bisimilar to the
subsequent process. More precisely, a bisimulation on RTTS(A) is a symmetric binary
relation R on the set of states S such that:
• if R(s, t) and 〈s, p〉 a→〈s′, p〉, then there is a t ′ such that 〈t, p〉 a→〈t ′, p〉 and R(s′, t ′);
• if R(s, t), then 〈s, p〉 a→〈√, p〉 iff 〈t, p〉 a→〈√, p〉;
• if R(s, t) and 〈s, p〉 r→〈s′, q〉, then there is a t ′ such that 〈t, p〉 r→〈t ′, q〉 and R(s′, t ′);
• if R(s, t), then 〈s, p〉↑ iff 〈t, p〉↑.
We say that two states s and t are bisimilar, written s↔t , if there exists a bisimulation
R such that R(s, t).
Bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for the operators of BPAsat. For this reason,
the operators of BPAsat can be defined on the set of bisimulation equivalence classes. We
can prove that this results in a model for BPAsat, i.e., all equations derivable in BPAsat hold.
In other words, the axioms of BPAsat form a sound axiomatization for the model based on
bisimulation equivalence classes. As in the case of the other axiomatizations presented in
this paper, we leave it as an open problem whether the axioms of BPAsat form a complete
axiomatization for this model.
2.2. Algebra of communicating processes
In ACPsat, we have, in addition to the constants and operators of BPAsat, the parallel
composition operator ‖ : P× P → P, the left merge operator : P× P → P, the com-
munication merge operator | : P× P → P, the encapsulation operators ∂H : P → P (for
each H ⊆ A), and the absolute urgent initialization operator νabs : P → P.
The process x ‖ y is the process that proceeds with the processes x and y in parallel.
It may start to perform actions by (i) performing an action of x if x can do so before or
at the ultimate time for y to start performing actions or to deadlock, (ii) performing an
action of y if y can do so before or at the ultimate time for x to start performing actions
or to deadlock or (iii) performing an action of x and an action of y synchronously if x
and y can do so at the same time. Furthermore, we have the encapsulation operators ∂H
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(one for each H ⊆ A) which turns all urgent actions a˜, where a ∈ H , into δ˜. As in ACP,
we also have the auxiliary operators and | to get a finite axiomatization of the parallel
composition operator. The processes x y and x ‖ y are the same except that x y must
start to perform actions by performing an action of x. The processes x | y and x ‖ y are
the same except that x | y must start to perform actions by performing an action of x and
an action of y synchronously. In case of ACPsat, one additional auxiliary operator is used:
νabs. The process νabs(x) is the part of process x that starts to perform actions at time 0.
The operator νabs makes it easy to capture the interaction of absolute delay with left merge
and communication merge in the axioms of ACPsat. Notice that the process υ pabs(υ
q
abs(x))
(p  q) is the part of process x that starts to perform actions in the time interval [p, q).
Because the interval is always right open, the operator νabs cannot be defined in terms of
the operators υabs and υabs. Changing the operator υabs such that the interval becomes right
closed, would make the operator useless to capture the interaction of absolute delay with
sequential composition in the axioms of ACPsat.
2.2.1. Axiom system
The axiom system of ACPsat consists of the axioms of BPAsat and the equations given
in Table 2. For a discussion of the axioms of ACPsat, see Ref. [8]. The axioms concern-
ing the interaction of absolute delay with left merge and communication merge become
easier to understand by realizing that for all closed ACPsat-terms t either t = δ˙ is deriv-
able or t = νabs(t)+δ˜ is derivable or there exists a p > 0 and a closed term t ′ such that
t = υpabs(t)+σpabs(t ′) is derivable.
Example 4. We take A such that a, b, c, d ∈ A and γ such that γ (b, c) = γ (c, b) = d
and γ is undefined otherwise. From the axioms of ACPsat, we can, for example, derive the
equations:
(a˜+σ 5.4abs (b˜)) ‖ σ 4.9abs (c˜) = a˜ · σ 4.9abs (c˜)+σ 4.9abs (c˜ · σ 0.5abs (b˜)),
(a˜+σ 4.9abs (b˜)) ‖ σ 5.4abs (c˜) = a˜ · σ 5.4abs (c˜)+σ 4.9abs (b˜ · σ 0.5abs (c˜)),
a˜ · σ 4.9abs (b˜) ‖ σ 4.9abs (c˜) = a˜ · σ 4.9abs (b˜ · c˜+c˜ · b˜+d˜),
σ 4.9abs (a˜) · b˜ ‖ σ 4.9abs (c˜) = σ 4.9abs (a˜ · δ˙+c˜ · a˜ · δ˙).
2.2.2. Semantics
The structural operational semantics of ACPsat is described by the rules for BPAsat and
the rules given in Table 21. For a discussion of some of the additional rules for ACPsat,
see Ref. [8]. Bisimulation equivalence is also a congruence for the additional operators of
ACPsat. Therefore, these operators can be defined on the set of bisimulation equivalence
classes as well. As in the case of BPAsat, we can prove that this results in a model for
ACPsat.
2.3. Integration and initial abstraction
In this section, we review the extension of ACPsat with integration and initial abstrac-
tion. The extension with integration enables embedding of discrete time process algebras
and the extension with initial abstraction enables embedding of process algebras with
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Table 2
Additional axioms for ACPsat (a, b ∈ Aδ , c ∈ A, p  0, r > 0)
x ‖ y = x y+y x+x | y CM1
δ˙ x = δ˙ CMID1
x δ˙ = δ˙ CMID2
a˜ (x+δ˜) = a˜ · (x+δ˜) CM2SA
a˜ · x (y+δ˜) = a˜ · (x ‖ (y+δ˜)) CM3SA
σrabs(x) (νabs(y)+δ˜) = δ˜ SACM1
σ
p
abs(x) (υ
p
abs(y)+σpabs(z)) = σpabs(x z) SACM2
(x+y) z = x z+y z CM4
δ˙ | x = δ˙ CMID3
x | δ˙ = δ˙ CMID4
a˜ · x | b˜ = (a˜ | b˜) · x CM5SA
a˜ | b˜ · x = (a˜ | b˜) · x CM6SA
a˜ · x | b˜ · y = (a˜ | b˜) · (x ‖ y) CM7SA
(νabs(x)+δ˜) | σrabs(y) = δ˜ SACM3
σrabs(x) | (νabs(y)+δ˜) = δ˜ SACM4
σ
p
abs(x) | σpabs(y) = σpabs(x | y) SACM5
(x+y) | z = x | z+y | z CM8
x | (y+z) = x | y+x | z CM9
a˜ | b˜ = c˜ if γ (a, b) = c CF1SA
a˜ | b˜ = δ˜ if γ (a, b) undefined CF2SA
∂H (δ˙) = δ˙ D0
∂H (a˜) = a˜ if a ∈ H D1SA
∂H (a˜) = δ˜ if a ∈ H D2SA
∂H (σ
p
abs(x)) = σpabs(∂H (x)) SAD
∂H (x+y) = ∂H (x)+∂H (y) D3
∂H (x · y) = ∂H (x) · ∂H (y) D4
νabs(δ˙) = δ˙ SAU0
νabs(a˜) = a˜ SAU1
νabs(σ
r
abs(x)) = δ˜ SAU2
νabs(x+y) = νabs(x)+νabs(y) SAU3
νabs(x · y) = νabs(x) · y SAU4
relative timing, as exemplified in Ref. [8]. For embedding of discrete time process algebras
only a restricted form of integration, known as prefix integration (see Ref. [17]), is needed.
The usefulness of integration in practical applications of real time process algebra has been
demonstrated in various case studies, see e.g., Refs. [18,19], but the usefulness of initial
abstraction in practical applications has not been demonstrated yet.
Integration and initial abstraction are both variable binding operators. Following e.g.,
Refs. [20,21], we will introduce variable binding operators by a declaration of the form f :
S11, . . . , S1k1 . S1 × · · · × Sn1, . . . , Snkn . Sn → S. Hereby is indicated that f combines an
operatorf ∗ : ((S11 × · · · × S1k1)→ S1)× · · · × ((Sn1 × · · · × Snkn)→ Sn)→ S with λ-
calculus-like functional abstraction, binding ki variables ranging over Si1, . . . , Siki in the
ith argument (0  i  n). Applications of f have the following form: f (x11, . . . , x1k1 . t1,
. . . , xn1, . . . , xnkn . tn), where each xij is a variable of sort Sij and each ti is a term of
sort Si .
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Integration requires a more extensive theory of the non-negative real numbers than the
minimal theory sketched at the beginning of Section 2. In the first place, it has to include
a theory of sets of non-negative real numbers that makes it possible to deal with set mem-
bership and set equality. Besides, the theory should cover suprema of sets of non-negative
real numbers.
First, ACPsat is extended with integration. After that, initial abstraction is added.
2.3.1. Integration
In ACPsatI, we have, in addition to the constants and operators of ACPsat, the integ-
ration (variable-binding) operator ∫ : P(R0)× R0 .P → P. The integration operator ∫
provides for alternative composition over a continuum of alternatives. That is,
∫
v∈V P ,
where v is a variable ranging over R0, V ⊆ R0 and P is a term that may contain
free variables, proceeds as one of the alternatives P [p/v] for p ∈ V . We use the notation
P [p/v] for the term P with all free occurrences of variable v replaced by p. Obviously, we
could first have added integration to BPAsat, resulting in BPAsatI, and then have extended
BPAsatI to deal with parallelism and communication.
We assume that an infinite set of time variables ranging over R0 has been given, and
denote them by v,w, . . . Furthermore, we use V,W, . . . to denote subsets of R0. We
denote terms of ACPsatI by P,Q, . . . We will use the following notational convention. We
write
∫
v∈V P for
∫
(V , v . P ).
2.3.1.1. Axiom system
The axiom system of ACPsatI consists of the axioms of ACPsat and the equations given
in Table 3. Axioms INT1–INT6 are the crucial axioms of integration. They reflect the
informal explanation given above.
Example 5. We take A such that a, b ∈ A. From the axioms of ACPsatI, we can, for
example, derive the equations:∫
v∈[4.9,5.1)
σ vabs(a˜)+
∫
v∈[4.9,5.4)
σ vabs(b˜) =
∫
v∈[4.9,5.1)
σ vabs
(
a˜+
∫
w∈[0,0.3)
σwabs(b˜)
)
(∫
v∈[4.9,5.1)
σ vabs(a˜)
)
·
∫
v∈[4.9,5.4)
σ vabs(b˜) =
∫
v∈[4.9,5.1)
σ vabs
(
a˜ ·
∫
w∈[0,5.4−v)
σwabs(b˜)
)
(∫
v∈[4.9,5.4)
σ vabs(a˜)
)
·
∫
v∈[4.9,5.1)
σ vabs(b˜)
=
∫
v∈[4.9,5.1)
σ vabs
(
a˜ ·
∫
w∈[0,5.1−v)
σwabs(b˜)
)
+
∫
v∈[5.1,5.4)
σ vabs(a˜ · δ˙)
2.3.1.2. Semantics
The structural operational semantics of ACPsatI is described by the rules for ACPsat
and the rules given in Table 22. The rules for integration are simple generalizations of
the rules for alternative composition to the infinite case. Bisimulation equivalence is also
a congruence for the integration operator. Hence, this operator can be defined on the set
of bisimulation equivalence classes as well. As in the case of BPAsat and ACPsat, we can
prove that this results in a model for ACPsatI. We will call this model MA.
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Table 3
Axioms for integration (p  0, v not free in R)∫
w∈V R =
∫
v∈V R[v/w] INT1∫
v∈∅P = δ˙ INT2∫
v∈{p}P = P [p/v] INT3∫
v∈V∪WP =
∫
v∈V P+
∫
v∈WP INT4
V /= ∅ ⇒ ∫v∈V R = R INT5
(∀p ∈ V •P [p/v] = Q[p/v]) ⇒ ∫v∈V P = ∫v∈V Q INT6
V /= ∅ ⇒ ∫v∈V σvabs(δ˙) = σ supVabs (δ˙) INT7
V /= ∅, supV ∈ V ⇒ ∫v∈V σvabs(δ˜) = σ supVabs (δ˙) INT8
supV ∈ V ⇒ ∫v∈V σvabs(δ˜) = σ supVabs (δ˜) INT9∫
v∈V σ
p
abs(P ) = σpabs(
∫
v∈V P ) INT10∫
v∈V (P+Q) =
∫
v∈V P+
∫
v∈V Q INT11∫
v∈V (P · R) = (
∫
v∈V P ) · R INT12∫
v∈V (P R) = (
∫
v∈V P ) R INT13∫
v∈V (P |R) = (
∫
v∈V P ) |R INT14∫
v∈V (R |P ) = R | (
∫
v∈V P ) INT15∫
v∈V ∂H (P ) = ∂H (
∫
v∈V P ) INT16
υ
p
abs(
∫
v∈V P ) =
∫
v∈V υ
p
abs(P ) SATO6
υ
p
abs(
∫
v∈V P ) =
∫
v∈V υ
p
abs(P ) SAI6
νabs(
∫
v∈V P ) =
∫
v∈V νabs(P ) SAU5
For a formal treatment of structural operational semantics in the presence of variable
binding operators, the reader is referred to Ref. [21].
2.3.2. Initial abstraction
In ACPsatI
√
, we have, in addition to the constants and operators of ACPsatI, the ini-
tial abstraction (variable-binding) operator √s : R0 .P∗ → P∗. The sort P of processes
with absolute timing is replaced in ACPsatI
√
by the sort P∗ of processes with parametric
timing. The initial abstraction operator
√
s provides the primary way of forming processes
with parametric timing. The operators of ACPsatI can simply be lifted to processes with
parametric timing. The behaviour of processes with parametric timing depends on the time
of initialization. They can be perceived as functions from non-negative real numbers to
processes with absolute timing that map each non-negative real number p to a process with
absolute timing that is initialized at time p. Initial abstraction is an abstraction mechanism
to form such functions. It is reminiscent of λ-abstraction, but specific to the case where the
parameter is process initialization time. That is,
√
sv . F , where v is a variable ranging over
R0 and F is a term that may contain free variables, proceeds as F [p/v] if initialized at
time p ∈ R0. Of course, it is also possible to add the initial abstraction operator to ACPsat,
resulting in a theory ACPsat
√
.
We now use x, y, . . . to denote variables of sort P∗. Terms of ACPsatI√ are
denoted by F,G, . . . We will use the following notational convention. We write
√
sv . F
for
√
s(v . F ).
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2.3.2.1. Axiom system
The axiom system of ACPsatI
√
consists of the axioms of ACPsatI and the equations
given in Table 4. Axioms SIA1–SIA6 are the crucial axioms of initial abstraction. Axioms
SIA1 and SIA2 are similar to the α- and β-conversion rules of λ-calculus. Axiom SIA3
points out that multiple initial abstractions can simply be replaced by one. Axiom SIA4
shows that processes with absolute timing can be treated as special cases of processes with
parametric timing: they do not vary with different initialization times. Axiom SIA5 is an
extensionality axiom. Axiom SIA6 expresses that in case a process performs an action and
then proceeds as another process, the initialization time of the latter process is the time at
which the action is performed. The remaining axioms concern the lifting of the operators
of ACPsatI to processes with parametric timing.
Example 6. We take A such that a ∈ A. From the axioms of ACPsatI√, we can, for
example, derive the equations:
√
sv . υ
v+2.3
abs
(√
sw . σ
w+1.2
abs (a˜)
)
= √sv . σ v+1.2abs (a˜)
√
sv . υ
v+2.3
abs
(√
sw . σ
w+1.2
abs (a˜)
)
= √sv . σ v+3.5abs (a˜)
υ 3.9abs
(√
sv . υ
v+2.3
abs
(∫
w∈[4.8,4.9)
σw+1.2abs (a˜)
))
= √sv . σ 6.2abs (δ˙)
υ 3.6abs
(√
sv . υ
v+2.3
abs
(∫
w∈[4.8,4.9)
σw+1.2abs (a˜)
))
= √sv .
∫
w∈[6,6.1)
σwabs(a˜)
Because of axiom SIA4, the right-hand sides of the third and fourth equation can be
simplified further to σ 6.2abs (δ˙) and
∫
w∈[6,6.1)σ
w
abs(a˜), respectively.
Table 4
Axioms for standard initial abstraction (p  0, v not free in G)
√
sw .G =
√
sv .G[v/w] SIA1
υ
p
abs(
√
sv . F ) = υ pabs(F [p/v]) SIA2√
sv . (
√
sw . F) =
√
sv . F [v/w] SIA3
G = √sv .G SIA4
(∀p ∈ R0 •υ pabs(x) = υ pabs(y))⇒ x = y SIA5
σ
p
abs(a˜) · x = σpabs(a˜) · υ pabs(x) SIA6
σ
p
abs(
√
sv . F ) = σpabs(F [0/v]) SIA7
(
√
sv . F )+G =
√
sv . (F+υ vabs(G)) SIA8
(
√
sv . F ) ·G =
√
sv . (F ·G) SIA9
υ
p
abs(
√
sv . F ) =
√
sv . υ
p
abs(F ) SIA10
(
√
sv . F ) G =
√
sv . (F υ
v
abs(G)) SIA11
G (
√
sv . F ) =
√
sv . (υ
v
abs(G) F) SIA12
(
√
sv . F ) |G =
√
sv . (F |υ vabs(G)) SIA13
G | (√sv . F ) =
√
sv . (υ
v
abs(G) |F) SIA14
∂H (
√
sv . F ) =
√
sv . ∂H (F) SIA15
νabs(
√
sv . F ) =
√
sv . νabs(F ) SIA16∫
v∈V (
√
sw .F) =
√
sw . (
∫
v∈V F) if v /= w SIA17
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2.3.2.2. Semantics
On the basis of the rules for the operational semantics of ACPsatI, all operators of
ACPsatI can be directly defined on real time transition systems in a straightforward way.
We will now describe a model of ACPsatI
√
in terms of these operators.
We have to extend RTTS(A) to the function space
RTTS∗(A) = {f : R0 → RTTS(A) | ∀p ∈ R0 • f (p) = υ pabs(f (p))}
of real time transition systems with parametric timing. In Table 23, the constants and
operators of ACPsatI
√
are defined on RTTS∗(A).
We say that f, g ∈ RTTS∗(A) are bisimilar if for all p ∈ R0, the root states of f (p)
and g(p) are bisimilar.
We obtain a model of ACPsatI
√
by defining all operators on the set of bisimulation
equivalence classes. We will call this model M∗A. Notice that f ∈ RTTS∗(A) corresponds
to a process that can be written with only the constants and operators of ACPsatI iff
υ 0abs(f ) = f . In fact, MA is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the reduct of M∗A that leaves
out initial abstraction.
2.4. Miscellaneous
2.4.1. Standard initialization axioms
In Table 5, some equations concerning initialization and time-out are given that hold
in the model M∗A, and that are derivable for closed terms of ACPsatI
√
. We will use these
axioms in proofs.
Using the standard initialization axioms, the following can easily be derived for all terms
F and F ′:
(
√
sv . F )(
√
sv . F
′) = √sv . (FF ′) DISTR
for = +, ‖ , , | . In other words, initial abstraction distributes over +, ‖ , and | . This
fact is a useful aid to shorten the calculations needed in proofs.
2.4.2. Elimination results
We can prove that the auxiliary operators υabs and υabs, as well as sequential composi-
tions in which the form of the first operand is not a˜ (a ∈ A) and alternative compositions in
which the form of the first operand is σpabs(t), can be eliminated in closed terms of BPAsatI
with a restricted form of integration. Basically, this restriction means that in terms of the
form
∫
v∈V P , V is an interval of which the bounds are given by linear expressions over
time variables and P is of the form σvabs(a˜) or σvabs(a˜) · t (a ∈ Aδ). This restricted form
of integration is essentially the same as prefix integration from Ref. [17]. The terms that
remain after exhaustive elimination are called the basic terms over BPAsat with restricted
integration. We can also prove that the operators ‖ , , | , ∂H and νabs can be eliminated in
closed terms of ACPsat with restricted integration. Because of these elimination results, we
are permitted to use induction on the structure of basic terms over BPAsat with restricted
integration to prove statements for all closed terms of ACPsat with restricted integration.
The right-hand sides of the equations in Examples 3–5 are all basic terms over BPAsat with
restricted integration.
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Table 5
Standard initialization axioms (p, q, q ′  0, r > 0)
υ
p
abs(υ
p+r
abs (x)) = υp+rabs (υ pabs(x)) SI1
υ
p
abs(υ
p+q
abs (x)) = υ p+qabs (x) SI2
υ
p+q
abs (υ
p
abs(x)) = σp+qabs (δ˙) SI3
υ
p
abs(υ
p+q
abs (x)) = σpabs(δ˙) SI4
σ
p
abs(δ˙)+υ pabs(x) = υ pabs(x) SI5
σ
p
abs(δ˜)+υ pabs(x+δ˜) = υ pabs(x+δ˜) SI6
υ rabs(x)+δ˜ = υ rabs(x) SI7
υ
p
abs(υ
q
abs(x)) = υminp,qabs (x) SI8
υ
p
abs(υ
q
abs(υ
q′
abs(x))) = υ maxp,qabs (υ q
′
abs(x)) SI9
υ
p
abs(x y) = υ pabs(x) υ pabs(y) SI10
υ
p
abs(x | y) = υ pabs(x) |υ pabs(y) SI11
υ
p
abs(∂H (x)) = ∂H (υ pabs(x)) SI12
υ 0abs(νabs(x)) = νabs(υ 0abs(x)) SI13
υ rabs(νabs(x)) = σrabs(δ˙) SI14
νabs(υ
r
abs(x)) = δ˜ SI15
υrabs(νabs(x)) = νabs(x) SI16
νabs(υ
r
abs(x)) = νabs(x) SI17
The elimination results for ACPsat
√
with restricted integration are essentially the same
as the ones for ACPsat with restricted integration. Besides, all closed terms of ACPsat
√
with restricted integration can be written in the form
√
sv . F where F is a basic term over
BPAsat with restricted integration. The right-hand sides of the equations in Example 6 are
all of this form.
3. Conditionals with time-dependent conditions
In this section, we add a conditional operator with time-dependent conditions to
ACPsatI
√
. This operator facilitates flexible dependence of process behaviour on initializ-
ation time. The time-dependent conditions introduced here generalize the time-dependent
conditions introduced in a discrete time setting in Ref. [15]. First, in Section 3.1, ACPsatI√
is extended with time-dependent conditions and conditionals. After that, in Section 3.2, we
describe a similar extension of ACPsatI and explain how it is related to the extension of
ACPsatI
√
. We treat the extension of ACPsatI
√
first because it is semantically simpler to
add a conditional operator with time-dependent conditions to ACPsatI
√
. In Section 3.4, we
give an example of the use of conditionals with time-dependent conditions. In Section 3.3,
we describe the addition of recursion in outline to make understanding of the specifications
given in Section 3.4 easier.
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3.1. Parametric timing
We first introduce time-dependent conditions. We have the sort B∗ of time-
dependent conditions, the at time point operator pt : R → B∗, the at time point
greater than operator pt> : R → B∗ (for technical reasons, it is convenient to use R
instead of R0 as the domain of these functions), the logical constants and operators
t :→ B∗, f :→ B∗, ¬ : B∗ → B∗, ∨ : B∗ × B∗ → B∗ and ∧ : B∗ × B∗ → B∗, the
initialization operator υabs : R0 × B∗ → B∗, and the initial abstraction operator√
s : R0 .B∗ → B∗.
For a time-dependent condition b, υ pabs(b) is either t or f, determined by whether b holds
at time point p or not. For p ∈ R0, the condition pt (p) holds only at time point p and
the condition pt> (p) holds at all time points greater than p. For r ∈ R>0, the condition
pt (−r) never holds and the condition pt> (−r) always holds – recall that all time points are
in R0. The logical operators ¬, ∨ and ∧ are defined on B∗ pointwise. Initial abstraction
for conditions is similar to initial abstraction for processes.
We join time-dependent conditions with parametric time processes by means of the
conditional operator →. In ACPsatI√C, we have, in addition to the above-mentioned
constants and operators on B∗, the constants and operators of ACPsatI
√
and the conditional
operator→ : B∗ × P∗ → P∗.
Initialized at a time point p where the condition b holds, the process b→x proceeds
as the process x initialized at time point p; and initialized at a time point p where the
condition b does not hold, it proceeds as the process δ˙ initialized at time point p.
We write b, b′, . . . to denote variables of sort B∗. Terms of sort B∗ are denoted by
C,D, . . . We will use the following abbreviations. We write pt(p) for pt>(p) ∨ pt(p),
pt (p) for ¬pt> (p) and pt<(p) for ¬pt (p). We further write
√
sv . C for
√
s(v . C).
3.1.1. Axiom system
The axiom system of ACPsatI
√
C consists of the axioms of ACPsatI
√
and the equations
given in Tables 6–8. Axioms CSAI1–CSAI10 (Table 7) reflect the intended meaning of the
initialization operator on conditions, viz. evaluation at initialization time, clearly. Axioms
CSIA1–CSIA8 (Table 7) closely resemble the axioms for initial abstraction of processes.
Axioms SCG1, SCG2ID, SASGC1 and SASGC2 from Table 8 are the crucial axioms
of conditionals. Axioms SCG1, SCG2ID and SASGC1 reflect the informal explanation
of the conditional operator given above. Axiom SASGC2, also called the time spectrum
expansion axiom, indicates that a parametric time process can be regarded as including a
separate alternative for each initialization time. These alternatives are expressed by terms
of the form pt (v)→υ vabs(x). The important point here is that υ vabs(x) is a process with
Table 6
Axioms for logical operators
¬t = f BOOL1
¬f = t BOOL2
¬¬b = b BOOL3
t ∨ b = t BOOL4
f ∨ b = b BOOL5
b ∨ b′ = b′ ∨ b BOOL6
b ∧ b′ = ¬(¬b ∨ ¬b′) BOOL7
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Table 7
Axioms for conditions (p, q  0, r > 0, v not free in D)
υ
p
abs(t) = t CSAI1
υ
p
abs(f) = f CSAI2
υ
p
abs(pt (p)) = t CSAI3
υ
p
abs(pt (p − r)) = f CSAI4
υ
p
abs(pt (p + r)) = f CSAI5
υ
p
abs(pt> (p − r)) = t CSAI6
υ
p
abs(pt> (p + q)) = f CSAI7
υ
p
abs(¬b) = ¬υ pabs(b) CSAI8
υ
p
abs(b ∧ b′) = υ pabs(b) ∧ υ pabs(b′) CSAI9
υ
p
abs(b ∨ b′) = υ pabs(b) ∨ υ pabs(b′) CSAI10
√
sw .D =
√
sv .D[v/w] CSIA1
υ
p
abs(
√
sv . C) = υ pabs(C[p/v]) CSIA2√
sv . (
√
sw .C) =
√
sv . C[v/w] CSIA3
D = √sv .D CSIA4
(∀p ∈ R0 •υ pabs(b) = υ pabs(b′))⇒ b = b′ CSIA5
¬(√sv . C) =
√
sv .¬C CSIA6
(
√
sv . C) ∧D =
√
sv . (C ∧ υ vabs(D)) CSIA7
(
√
sv . C) ∨D =
√
sv . (C ∨ υ vabs(D)) CSIA8
absolute timing, i.e., it can be written with the constants and operators of ACPsatI only.
Notice further that axiom SASGC2 could not be expressed in an extension of ACPsat
without integration. Axiom SASGC3 shows that checking whether a condition holds at
initialization time can safely be postponed till after an initial delay provided that it does
not matter that, if the condition does not hold at initialization time, deadlock will have
occurred after the initial delay.
Example 7. We take A such that a, b ∈ A. From the axioms of ACPsatI√C, we can, for
example, derive the equation:
√
sv . (σ
v+1.2
abs (a˜) ‖ σ 4abs(b˜))=
∫
v∈[0,2.8]
(pt (v)→σv+1.2abs (a˜) · σ 4abs(b˜))
+
∫
v∈[2.8,4]
(pt (v)→σ 4abs(b˜) · σv+1.2abs (a˜))
+ pt (2.8)→σ 4abs(a˜ | b˜)
In addition to the axioms needed for the expansion of parallel composition, the time spec-
trum expansion axiom is important in the derivation of this equation. The second alternative
of the right-hand side of that axiom can be eliminated here: it is easy to show, using the
extensionality axiom for processes with parametric timing, that this alternative equals δ˙.
It is easy to check that Lemmas 1 and 2 from Section 2.1 go through for the extension
with conditionals.
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Table 8
Axioms for conditionals (p  0, v not free in D and G)
t→x = x SGC1
f→x = δ˙ SGC2ID
υ
p
abs(b→x) = υ pabs(b)→υ pabs(x)+σpabs(δ˙) SASGC1
x = ∫v∈[0,p](pt (v)→υ vabs(x))+pt> (p)→x SASGC2
b→δ˙ = δ˙ SGC3ID
b→σpabs(x)+σpabs(δ˙) =
√
sv . σ
p
abs(υ
v
abs(b)→x) SASGC3
b→(x+y) = b→x+b→y SGC4
b→x · y = (b→x) · y SGC5
(b ∨ b′)→x = b→x+b′→x SGC6
b→(b′→x) = (b ∧ b′)→x SGC7
b→υpabs(x) = υpabs(b→x) SASGC4
b→(x y) = (b→x) (b→y) SASGC5
b→(x | y) = (b→x) | (b→y) SASGC6
b→∂H (x) = ∂H (b→x) SASGC7
b→νabs(x) = νabs(b→x) SASGC8
D→(∫v∈V P ) = ∫v∈V (D→P ) SASGC9
D→(√sv . F ) =
√
sv . (υ
v
abs(D)→F) SASGC10
(
√
sv . C)→G =
√
sv . (C→υ vabs(G)) SASGC11
3.1.2. Semantics
First of all, we need the structural operational semantics of ACPsatI
√
extended with a
restricted form of conditionals, viz. conditionals where the condition is either t or f. It is
described by the rules for ACPsatI
√
and the rules given in Table 9. On the basis of these
rules, the restricted conditional operator can also be directly defined on real time trans-
ition systems in a straightforward way. In Table 10, the conditional operator is defined on
RTTS∗(A) in terms of this operator. Additionally, the operators introduced for conditions
are defined on B∗. We use f to denote elements of RTTS∗(A), c and d to denote elements
of B∗, and γ to denote elements of R0 → B∗. We use λ-notation for functions, t is a
variable ranging over R0. As in the case of ACPsatI
√
, we obtain a model by defining all
operators on bisimulation equivalence classes.
Table 9
Rules for conditionals (a ∈ A, r > 0, p  0)
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉
〈t→x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈t→x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉
〈t→x, p〉 r→〈t→x, p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑
〈t→x, p〉↑ 〈f→x, p〉↑
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Table 10
Definition of conditional operator on RTTS∗ (p ∈ R0, s ∈ R)
c→f = λt . (c(t)→f (t))
t = λt . t
f = λt . f
pt (s) = λt . (if t = s then t else f)
pt> (s) = λt . (if t > s then t else f)
¬c = λt .¬(c(t))
c ∧ d = λt . (c(t) ∧ d(t))
c ∨ d = λt . (c(t) ∨ d(t))
υ
p
abs(c) = c(p)√
s
∗(γ ) = λt . υ tabs(γ (t))
3.1.3. Standard initialization axioms
The following equation concerning initialization of conditions holds in the model de-
scribed above, and is derivable for closed terms of sort B∗:
υ
p
abs(υ
q
abs(b)) = υ qabs(b) SI18.
We will use this axiom in proofs in subsequent sections.
3.2. Absolute timing
Conditions of the forms pt (p) and pt>(p) make it possible to express time-dependent
conditions without using initial abstraction. As a result, an extension of ACPsatI similar to
the extension of ACPsatI
√
described in Section 3.1 is possible. This would not have been
the case if we had taken conditions of the forms v = p and v > p, where v is a variable
ranging over R0, as basic conditions instead.
The signature and axioms of this extension of ACPsatI, called ACPsatIC, are as follows.
The signature of ACPsatIC is simply the signature of ACPsatI
√
C without the initial abstrac-
tion operators for conditions and processes. The axioms of ACPsatIC consists of the axioms
of ACPsatI, the equations given in Tables 6–8 except SASGC3, SASGC10 and SASGC11,
and the following equation:
υ
p
abs(b→σqabs(x)+σqabs(δ˙)) = υ pabs(σ qabs(υ pabs(b)→x)) SASGC3′.
Note that axiom SASGC3 can be replaced by axiom SASGC3′ in ACPsatI
√
C as well; it
follows immediately from axiom SIA5.
We treated ACPsatI
√
C first, despite the fact that it is a conservative extension of
ACPsatIC. The reason is that semantically the conditionals with time-dependent conditions
are simpler to deal with in case of ACPsatI
√
C. A model of ACPsatIC can be obtained from
the model of ACPsatI
√
C presented in Section 3.1 by taking a subalgebra of the reduct
that leaves out initial abstraction, viz. the subalgebra of bisimulation equivalence classes
of f ∈ RTTS∗(A) for which υ 0abs(f ) = f . An isomorphic model can be obtained by using
the variant of real time transition systems described below.
A real time transition system with initialization times over A consists of a set of states
S, a root state ρ ∈ S and four kinds of relations on states:
• a binary relation 〈_ , p〉 a→p′ 〈_ , p〉 for each a ∈ A, p,p′ ∈ R0 where p′  p,
• a unary relation 〈_ , p〉 a→p′ 〈√, p〉 for each a ∈ A, p,p′ ∈ R0 where p′  p,
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• a binary relation 〈_ , p〉 r→p′ 〈_ , q〉 for each r ∈ R>0, p,p′, q ∈ R0 where p′  p and
q = p + r ,
• a unary relation 〈_ , p〉↑p′ for each p,p′ ∈ R0 where p′  p;
satisfying
• if 〈s, p〉r+r ′→ p′ 〈s′, q〉, r, r ′ > 0, then there is an s′′ such that 〈s, p〉 r→p′ 〈s′′, p + r〉 and
〈s′′, p + r〉 r ′→p′ 〈s′, q〉;
• if 〈s, p〉 r→p′ 〈s′′, p + r〉 and 〈s′′, p + r〉 r
′→p′ 〈s′, q〉, then 〈s, p〉r+r
′→ p′ 〈s′, q〉.
We write RTTS+(A) for the set of all real time transition systems with initialization times
over A.
We can associate a transition system in RTTS+(A) with a closed term t of ACPsatIC
like before. The action step, action termination, time step and deadlocked relations can be
explained by adding the proviso “provided t is initialized at time p′” to the explanation
given for the case of the original real time transition systems in Section 2.1.
The structural operational semantics of BPAsatC is described by the rules given in Tables
11 and 12. In the rules for the conditional operator, use is made of unary relations p ∈ [_ ]
on conditions (for p ∈ R0). In Table 13, these relations are defined using rules in the
style of structural operational semantics as well. The intended meaning of p ∈ [b] is that
p belongs to the time points at which condition b holds. Apart from the rules for the
initialization operator υabs, the rules for the operational semantics of BPAsat (Table 20)
have been adapted in a simple uniform way. The rules for the conditional operator (→)
express that the capabilities of a process b→x are those of x if it is initialized when b
holds; and those of δ˙ if it is initialized when b does not hold. The rules for the initialization
operator (υabs) have been adapted to deal with the fact that the capabilities of x at time p
are not necessarily taken over by υ p
′
abs(x) for all p′  p in the presence of conditionals.
The additional rules for ACPsatIC are obtained by adapting the additional rules for ACPsatI
(Tables 21 and 22) in the same way. Bisimulation on RTTS+(A) is defined similar to
bisimulation on RTTS(A). Like before, we obtain a model for ACPsatIC by identifying
bisimilar processes.
3.3. Recursion
In this paper, we do not treat the addition of recursion to any of the presented versions of
ACP with timing in detail. However, we describe in this section the addition of recursion to
ACPsatIC in outline to make understanding of the specifications given in Section 3.4 easier.
In case of ACPsatIC, recursive specification, solution and guardedness are defined in a
similar way as for ACP in Ref. [3].
Let V be a set of variables of sort P. A recursive specification E = E(V ) in ACPsatIC
is a set of equations E = {X = tX | X ∈ V } where each tX is a ACPsatIC term that only
contains variables from V . A solution of a recursive specification E(V ) in ACPsatIC is
a set of processes {pX | X ∈ V } in some model of ACPsatIC such that the equations of
E(V ) hold if, for all X ∈ V , X stands for pX. Mostly, we are interested in one particular
variable X ∈ V . When adding recursion, we add constants 〈X|E〉 :→ P for all recursive
specificationsE(V ) and all X ∈ V . For a fixedE(V ), the constants 〈X|E〉 forX ∈ V make
up a solution of E(V ).
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Table 11
Rules for BPAsatC (a ∈ A, r > 0, p, p′, q, q ′, r ′  0, p′  p, q ′  q, r ′  r)
〈δ˙, p〉↑p′ 〈δ˜, r〉↑r ′ 〈a˜, 0〉 a→0〈√, 0〉 〈a˜, r〉↑r ′
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈σ 0abs(x), p〉
a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈σ 0abs(x), p〉
a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈σrabs(x), p + r〉
a→p′ 〈σrabs(x′), p + r〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈σrabs(x), p + r〉
a→p′ 〈
√
, p + r〉
q > p
〈σq+rabs (x), p〉
r→p′ 〈σq+rabs (x), p + r〉
¬(〈x, 0〉↑0)
〈σq+rabs (x), q〉
r→q′ 〈σq+rabs (x), q + r〉
〈x, p〉 r→p′ 〈x, p + r〉
〈σqabs(x), p + q〉
r→p′ 〈σqabs(x), p + q + r〉
〈x, p〉↑p′
〈σqabs(x), p + q〉↑p′
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x+y, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉, 〈y+x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈x+y, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉, 〈y+x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→p′ 〈x, p + r〉
〈x+y, p〉 r→p′ 〈x+y, p + r〉, 〈y+x, p〉 r→p′ 〈y+x, p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑p′ , 〈y, p〉↑p′
〈x+y, p〉↑p′
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x · y, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′ · y, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈x · y, p〉 a→p′ 〈y, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→p′ 〈x, p + r〉
〈x · y, p〉 r→p′ 〈x · y, p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑p′
〈x · y, p〉↑p′
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉, p′ ∈ [b]
〈b→x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉, p′ ∈ [b]
〈b→x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→p′ 〈x, p + r〉, p′ ∈ [b]
〈b→x, p〉 r→p′ 〈b→x, p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑p′ , p′ ∈ [b]
〈b→x, p〉↑p′
p′ ∈ [b]
〈b→x, p〉↑p′
Let t be a term containing a variable X. We call an occurrence of X in t guarded if t has
a subterm of the form a˜ · t ′ or σ rabs(t ′)with r ∈ R>0 and t ′ a term containing this occurrence
of X. We call a recursive specification guarded if all occurrences of all its variables in the
right-hand sides of all its equations are guarded or it can be rewritten to such a recursive
specification using the axioms of ACPsatIC and its equations. The recursive specification
principle (RSP) states that every guarded recursive specification has a unique solution. It
is possible to obtain a model of ACPsatIC with recursion in which every guarded recursive
specification has a unique solution.
Let E = {X = tX | X ∈ V } be a recursive specification in ACPsatIC. Then roughly, the
additional rules for the operational semantics of ACPsatIC with recursion come down to
looking upon 〈X|E〉 as the process tX with, for all Y ∈ V , all occurrences of Y in tX
replaced by 〈Y |E〉. In the model of ACPsatIC with recursion obtained in the same way as
for ACPsatIC (Section 3.2), every guarded recursive specification has a unique solution.
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Table 12
Rules for BPAsatC (a ∈ A, r > 0, p, p′, q, q ′  0, p′  p, q ′  q)
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉, q > p
〈υqabs(x), p〉
a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉, q > p
〈υqabs(x), p〉
a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→p′ 〈x, p + r〉, q > p + r
〈υqabs(x), p〉
r→p′ 〈υqabs(x), p + r〉
q  p
〈υqabs(x), p〉↑p′
〈x, p〉↑p′ , q > p
〈υqabs(x), p〉↑p′
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈υ p′abs (x), p〉
a→p′ 〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
〈υ p′abs (x), p〉
a→p′ 〈
√
, p〉
q > p
〈υ q+rabs (x), p〉
r→p′ 〈υ q+rabs (x), p + r〉
¬(〈x, q + r〉↑q′ )
〈υ q+rabs (x), q〉
r→q′ 〈υ q+rabs (x), q + r〉
〈x, p〉 r→p′ 〈x, p + r〉
〈υ p′abs (x), p〉
r→p′ 〈υ p
′
abs (x), p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑p′
〈υ p′abs (x), p〉↑p′
Table 13
Rules for condition evaluation (p, q ∈ R0, s ∈ R)
p ∈ [t] p ∈ [pt (p)]
p > s
p ∈ [pt> (s)]
p ∈ [b]
p ∈ [¬b]
p ∈ [b], p ∈ [b′]
p ∈ [b ∧ b′]
p ∈ [b]
p ∈ [b ∨ b′], p ∈ [b′ ∨ b]
q ∈ [b]
p ∈ [υ qabs(b)]
In the recursive specifications given in Section 3.4, we use equations of the formX(p) =
t , with p ranging over some interval I of R0, for a system of equations with one equation
for each p ∈ I . The advantage of this view is that the X(p) do not have free variables
and no complications arise with name clashes and α-conversion. It is possible to view
such equations as single ones instead, but in that case terms with parameters have to be
understood in detail.
3.4. Example
We will now use ACPsatIC in an example concerning railroad crossings. Controlling a
railroad crossing involves the behaviour of trains, a gate and a controller. We shall give
(guarded recursive) specifications of the behaviour that is relevant to railroad crossing
control. We take the following informal description of the time-dependent behaviour of the
trains, the gate and the controller from Ref. [22] as the starting-point of our specifications.
The example originates from Ref. [23].
When a train approaches the gate from a great distance its speed is between 48 m/s and
52 m/s. As soon as it passes a detector placed at 1000 m backward from the gate, an app
signal is sent to the controller. The train may now slow down, but its speed stays between
40 and 52 m/s, and pass the gate. As soon as it passes another detector placed at 100 m
forward from the gate, an exit signal is sent to the controller. A new train may come after
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the current one has passed the second detector, but only at a distance greater than or equal
to 1500 m. The gate is able to receive lower and raise signals from the controller at any
time. As soon as the gate receives a lower signal, it lowers from 90◦ to 0◦ at a constant rate
of 20◦ per second. As soon as it receives a raise signal, it raises from 0◦ to 90◦ at the same
rate. The controller is able to receive app and exit signals from the train detectors at any
time. When the controller receives an app signal, it takes at most 5 s before a lower signal
is sent to the gate. When it receives an exit signal, it takes at most 5 s before a raise signal
is sent to the gate. Because of fault tolerance considerations, app signals should always
cause the gate to go down, and exit signals should be ignored while the gate is going down.
In the specifications given below, actions are used to model the acts of sending and
receiving signals as well as the acts of passing the gate and completing the opening or
the closing of the gate. In the specification of the behaviour of the gate, a ranges over the
interval [0, 90] of R0. In the specification of the behaviour of the controller, d ranges over
the interval [0, 5] of R0.
Trains =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
(
pt
(
t − 400
52
)
→σ tabs
(
a˜pptr · Tnear
))
,
Tnear =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
((
pt
(
t − 1000
52
)
∧ pt
(
t − 1000
40
))
→σ tabs
(
p˜ass · Tpast
) )
,
Tpast =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
((
pt
(
t − 100
52
)
∧ pt
(
t − 100
40
))
→σ tabs
(
e˜xittr · T rains
))
.
Some simple calculations give us the lower and upper bounds for the times at which a train
may pass the detectors and the gate. If a train goes at time t0 from one point to another point
at a distance d with a speed between vl and vh, then the lower and upper bounds for the time
t at which the train passes the latter point are couched by the assertions t0 + (d/vh)  t
and t  t0 + (d/vl), respectively. The conditions used in the specification given above are
modelled on the equivalent assertions t0  t − (d/vh) and t0  t − (d/vl). There is only a
lower bound in case of the first detector because the train that comes after the current one
may be at any distance greater than or equal to 400 m backward from the first detector.
Gate =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
σ tabs
(
l˜owerg ·Gdn(90)+r˜aiseg · Gate
)
,
Gdn(a)=
∫
t∈[0,∞)
(
pt
(
t − a
20
)
→σ tabs
(
r˜eady ·Gcl
)
+pt
(
t − a
20
)
→σ tabs
(
l˜owerg · Gdn(a − 20t)+r˜aiseg · Gup(a − 20t)
))
,
Gcl =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
σ tabs
(
l˜owerg · Gcl+r˜aiseg · Gup(0)
)
,
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Gup(a)=
∫
t∈[0,∞)
(
pt
(
t − 90 − a
20
)
→σ tabs
(
r˜eady · Gate
)
+pt
(
t − 90 − a
20
)
→σ tabs
(
l˜owerg · Gdn(a + 20t)+r˜aiseg · Gup(a + 20t)
))
.
While the gate is going up or down, its angle a is relevant to its behaviour. When a con-
troller signal is received, the time passed since the previous controller signal was received
determines the new angle.
Cntr =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
σ tabs
(
a˜ppc · Cdn(0)+e˜xitc · Cup(0)
)
,
Cdn(d) =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
(
pt (t − (5 − d))
→σ tabs
(
l˜owerc · Cntr+a˜ppc · Cdn(d + t)+e˜xitc · Cdn(d + t)
))
,
Cup(d) =
∫
t∈[0,∞)
(
pt (t − (5 − d))
→σ tabs
(
r˜aisec · Cntr+a˜ppc · Cdn(0)+e˜xitc · Cup(d + t)
) )
.
While the controller is preparing for sending a signal to the gate in response to a detector
signal, the delay d of the response is relevant to its behaviour. When another detector signal
is received, the time passed since the previous detector signal was received determines the
new delay.
Let the communication function γ be such that
γ (appt r , appc) = app, γ (exitt r , exitc) = exit,
γ (lowerc, lowerg) = lower, γ (raisec, raiseg) = raise
and γ is undefined otherwise. Then the railroad crossing system is described by
∂H (Trains ‖Cntr ‖Gate)
where
H = {appt r , appc, exitt r , exitc, lowerc, lowerg, raisec, raiseg} .
Analysis of this term can provide answers to various basic questions about the system. It
can, for example, be simplified to a term which shows that (1) a train can only pass the
gate when the gate is closed, (2) the gate opens after a train has left the track unless a new
train has entered the track and (3) the system reacts adequately when a new train enters
the track while the gate is going up. We do not give an account of the simplification here.
It involves the use of various standard process algebraic techniques, such as linearization
of guarded recursive specifications and expansion of parallel composition (see e.g. Ref.
[22]), of which the treatment in the setting of ACPsatIC would go beyond the scope of this
paper.
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4. Discrete time and time-dependent conditions
In this section, we briefly review ACPdat
√
, the discrete time counterpart of ACPsatI
√
presented in Ref. [8], and add a conditional operator with time-dependent conditions to
it. In Section 5, we show that the resulting theory, called ACPdat√C, can be embedded
in ACPsatI
√
C. In ACPdat
√
C, the conditions are essentially the same as the conditions
introduced earlier in Ref. [15]. First, in Section 4.1, we review ACPdat√. After that, in
Section 4.2, we extend ACPdat
√
to ACPdat
√
C.
4.1. Discrete time process algebra
In this section, we briefly review ACPdat, a discrete time process algebra with absolute
timing, and its extension with initial abstraction. A more detailed account is given in Ref.
[8]. The axioms – extracted from Ref. [8] – are given in Appendix B.
ACPdat is a conservative extension of ACPdat [15]. In ACPdat, time is measured on a
discrete time scale. The discrete time points divide time into time slices and timing of
actions is done with respect to the time slices in which they are performed – “in time slice
n+ 1” means “at some time point p such that n  p < n+ 1”.
In ACPdat, we have the constants a and δ instead of a˜ and δ˜. The constants a and δ stand
for a in time slice 1 and a deadlock in time slice 1, respectively. The operators σabs, υabs and
υabs have a natural number instead of a non-negative real number as their first argument.
The process σnabs(x) is the process x shifted in time by n on the discrete time scale. The
process υnabs(x) is the part of x that starts to perform actions before time slice n+ 1. The
process υnabs(x) is the part of x that starts to perform actions in time slice n+ 1 or a later
time slice. Recall that time point n is the starting-point of time slice n+ 1. In ACPdat, we
do not have a discrete time counterpart of νabs. Unlike before in the case of real time, we
can use υ1abs instead. The initial abstraction operator
√
d is the discrete counterpart of
√
s.
This means that
√
di . F , where i is a variable ranging over N and F is a term that may
contain free variables, denotes a function f : N → P that satisfies f (n) = υnabs(f (n)) for
all n ∈ N. In the resulting theory, called ACPdat√, the sort P of processes is replaced by
the sort P∗ of parametric time processes.
We denote elements of N bym,m′, n, n′. We assume that an infinite set of time variables
ranging over N has been given, and denote them by i, j, . . . We denote terms of ACPdat
√
by F,G, . . .
4.1.1. Axiom systems
The axiom system of BPAdat consists of the equations given in Table 24. The axiom
system of ACPdat consists of the axioms of BPAdat and the equations given in Table 25.
The axiom system of ACPdat
√
consists of the axioms of ACPdat and the equations given
in Table 26. For a discussion of the axioms of BPAdat, ACPdat and ACPdat
√
, see Ref. [8].
4.1.2. Semantics
In case a discrete time scale is used, we use a variant of real time transition systems,
called discrete time transition systems, with only relations 〈_ , p〉 a→〈_ , p〉, 〈_ , p〉 a→〈√,
p〉, 〈_ , p〉 r→〈_ , q〉 and 〈_ , p〉↑ for p, q ∈ N, r ∈ N>0. We write DTTS(A) for the set of
all discrete time transition systems over A. Associating a transition system in DTTS(A)
with a closed term t of BPAdat and ACPdat proceeds in essentially the same way as asso-
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ciating a transition system in RTTS(A) with a closed term t of BPAsat and ACPsat. The
only difference is that in the rules for the operational semantics of BPAdat and ACPdat all
numbers involved are restricted to N. For ACPdat
√
, we have to extend DTTS(A) to the
function space
DTTS∗(A) = {f : N → DTTS(A) | ∀n ∈ N • f (n) = υnabs(f (n))} .
4.2. Conditionals with time-dependent conditions
We add a conditional operator with time-dependent conditions to ACPdat
√
. The time-
dependent conditions introduced here were originally introduced in Ref. [15] (see also Ref.
[24]).
First of all, we introduce time-dependent conditions for the discrete time case. We have
the in time slice operator sl and the in time slice greater than operator sl> instead of pt and
pt>. The operator υabs has a natural number instead of a non-negative real number as its
first argument.
For a time-dependent condition b, υnabs(b) is either t or f, determined by whether b holds
in time slice n+ 1 or not. For n ∈ N, the condition sl(n) holds only in time slice n and the
condition sl>(n) holds in all time slices greater than n. For m ∈ N>0, the condition sl(−m)
never holds and the condition sl>(−m) always holds. We also have the initial abstraction
operator
√
d, instead of
√
s, for conditions.
We join time-dependent conditions with parametric time processes by means of the
conditional operator →. In ACPdat√C, we have, in addition to the above-mentioned
constants and operators on B∗, the constants and operators of ACPdat√ and the conditional
operator→ : B∗ × P∗ → P∗.
Initialized in a time slice n+ 1 where the condition b holds, the process b→x pro-
ceeds as the process x initialized in time slice n+ 1; and initialized in a time slice n+ 1
where the condition b does not hold, it proceeds as the process δ˙ initialized in time slice
n+ 1.
4.2.1. Axiom system
The axiom system of ACPdat
√
C consists of the axioms of ACPdat
√
and the equations
given in Tables 6, 14 and 15.
4.2.2. Semantics
In Table 16, the conditional operator is defined on DTTS∗(A) in terms of the conditional
operator, restricted to the conditions t and f, on discrete time transition systems (see also
Section 3.1). Additionally, the operators introduced for conditions are defined on B∗. In
this table, we use γ to denote elements of N → B∗ and t is a variable ranging over N.
5. Embedding
In this section, we will show that ACPdat
√
C can be embedded in ACPsatI
√
C. We will
establish the existence of an embedding as follows. We give explicit definitions of the
constants and operators in the signature of ACPdat
√
C that are not in the signature of
ACPsatI
√
C and we prove that for closed terms the axioms of ACPdat
√
C are derivable
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Table 14
Axioms for conditions (n, n′  0, m > 0, i not free in D)
υnabs(t) = t CDAI1
υnabs(f) = f CDAI2
υnabs(sl(n+ 1)) = t CDAI3
υnabs(sl((n+ 1)−m)) = f CDAI4
υnabs(sl((n+ 1)+m)) = f CDAI5
υnabs(sl>((n+ 1)−m)) = t CDAI6
υnabs(sl>((n+ 1)+ n′)) = f CDAI7
υnabs(¬b) = ¬υnabs(b) CDAI8
υnabs(b ∧ b′) = υnabs(b) ∧ υnabs(b′) CDAI9
υnabs(b ∨ b′) = υnabs(b) ∨ υnabs(b′) CDAI10
√
dj .D =
√
di . D[i/j ] CDIA1
υnabs(
√
di . C) = υnabs(C[n/i]) CDIA2√
di . (
√
dj . C) =
√
di . C[i/j ] CDIA3
D = √di .D CDIA4
(∀n ∈ N •υnabs(b) = υnabs(b′))⇒ b = b′ CDIA5
¬(√di . C) =
√
di .¬C CDIA6
(
√
di . C) ∧D =
√
di . (C ∧ υiabs(D)) CDIA7
(
√
di . C) ∨D =
√
di . (C ∨ υiabs(D)) CDIA8
Table 15
Axioms for conditionals (n  0, i not free in D and G)
t→x = x SGC1
f→x = δ˙ SGC2ID
υnabs(b→x) = υnabs(b)→υnabs(x)+σnabs(δ˙) DASGC1
x =∑k∈[0,n](sl(k + 1)→υkabs(x))+sl>(n+ 1)→x DASGC2
b→δ˙ = δ˙ SGC3ID
b→σnabs(x)+σnabs(δ˙) =
√
di . σ
n
abs(υ
i
abs(b)→x) DASGC3
b→(x+y) = b→x+b→y SGC4
b→x · y = (b→x) · y SGC5
(b ∨ b′)→x = b→x+b′→x SGC6
b→(b′→x) = (b ∧ b′)→x SGC7
b→υnabs(x) = υnabs(b→x) DASGC4
b→(x y) = (b→x) (b→y) DASGC5
b→(x | y) = (b→x) | (b→y) DASGC6
b→∂H (x) = ∂H (b→x) DASGC7
D→(√di . F ) =
√
di . (υ
i
abs(D)→F) DASGC8
(
√
di . C)→G =
√
di . (C→υiabs(G)) DASGC9
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Table 16
Definition of conditional operator on DTTS∗ (n ∈ N, k ∈ Z)
c→f = λt . (c(t)→f (t))
t = λt . t
f = λt . f
sl(k) = λt . (if t + 1 = k then t else f)
sl>(k) = λt . (if t + 1 > k then t else f)
¬c = λt .¬(c(t))
c ∧ d = λt . (c(t) ∧ d(t))
c ∨ d = λt . (c(t) ∨ d(t))
υnabs(c) = c(n)√
d
∗(γ ) = λt . υtabs(γ (t))
from the axioms of ACPsatI
√
C and the explicit definitions. The soundness of this method
is discussed in Ref. [8]. The explicit definitions needed are given in Table 17.
Before we establish the existence of an embedding, we first take another look at the
connection between ACPsatI
√
C and ACPdat
√
C by introducing the notion of a discretized
real time process. Discrete time processes can be viewed as real time processes that are
discretized. We define the notion of a discretized real time process in terms of the auxiliary
discretization operatorsD : P∗ → P∗ andD : B∗ → B∗ of which the defining axioms are
given in Table 18. In Ref. [8], discretization is also defined on the domain of the model
of ACPsatI
√
C from Section 3.1. A real time process x is a discretized real time process,
written x ∈ DIS, if x = D(x). The notion of a discretized real time condition is defined
in the same way. The relevant closure properties of discretized real time processes and
discretized real time conditions are given in Table 19. Hence, restriction of the domain of
the model of ACPsatI
√
C to the discretized elements yields a subalgebra of that model.
Because we will prove that for closed terms the axioms of ACPdat
√
C are derivable from
the axioms of ACPsatI
√
C and the explicit definitions, this subalgebra induces a model of
ACPdat
√
C.
The following lemmas present useful properties of discrete time processes. These lem-
mas are used to shorten the calculations in the proof of Theorem 11.
Table 17
Definitions of discrete time operators (a ∈ Aδ , n ∈ N, k ∈ Z)
a = ∫v∈[0,1)σ vabs(a˜)
σnabs(x) = σnabs(x)
υnabs(x) = υnabs(x)
υnabs(x) = υ nabs(x)√
di . F =
√
sv . F [&v'/i]
sl(k) = pt (k − 1) ∧ pt<(k)
sl>(k) = pt (k)√
di . C =
√
sv . C[&v'/i]
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Table 18
Definition of discretization (a ∈ Aδ , p ∈ R0, s ∈ R)
D(δ˙) = δ˙
D(a˜) = a
D(σpabs(x)) = σ &p'abs (D(x))
D(x+y) =D(x)+D(y)
D(x · y) =D(x) ·D(y)
D(b→x) =D(b)→D(x)
D(∫v∈V F) = ∫v∈V D(F )
D(
√
sv . F ) =
√
sv .D(F )
D(t) = t
D(f) = f
D(pt(s)) = sl(&s + 1')
D(pt>(s) = sl>(&s')
D(¬b) = ¬D(b)
D(b ∧ b′) =D(b) ∧D(b′)
D(b ∨ b′) =D(b) ∨D(b′)
D(υ pabs(b)) = υ&p'abs (D(b))
D(
√
sv . C) =
√
sv .D(C)
Table 19
Properties of discretized processes and conditions (a ∈ Aδ , n ∈ N, k ∈ Z)
δ˙, a ∈ DIS
x ∈ DIS ⇒ σnabs(x), υnabs(x), υnabs(x), ∂H (x) ∈ DIS
x, y ∈ DIS ⇒ x+y, x · y, x ‖ y, x y, x | y ∈ DIS
b ∈ DIS, x ∈ DIS ⇒ b→x ∈ DIS
(∀n ∈ N •F [n/i] ∈ DIS)⇒√di . F ∈ DIS
(∀p ∈ V •F [p/v] ∈ DIS)⇒ ∫v∈V F ∈ DIS
x ∈ DIS ⇒ D(x) ∈ DIS
t, f, sl(k), sl>(k) ∈ DIS
b ∈ DIS ⇒ ¬b, υnabs(b) ∈ DIS
b, b′ ∈ DIS ⇒ b ∧ b′, b ∨ b′ ∈ DIS
(∀n ∈ N •C[n/i] ∈ DIS) ⇒√di . C ∈ DIS
b ∈ DIS ⇒ D(b) ∈ DIS
Lemma 8. In ACPsatI√C:
(1) for each closed term b of sort B∗ generated by the embedded constants and operators
of ACPdat√C, b = √sv . υ&v'abs (b);
(2) for each closed term t of sort P∗ generated by the embedded constants and operators
of ACPdat√C, t = √sv . υ&v'abs (t).
Lemma 9. For each p ∈ R0 and closed term t of ACPsatI√C generated by the em-
bedded constants and operators of ACPdat√C, there exists a closed term t ′ such that
υ
p
abs(t) = σpabs(t ′), t ′ = υ 0abs(t ′), and if p ∈ [0, 1) and υ pabs(t) /= σpabs(δ˙), t ′ = t ′+σ 1−pabs (δ˙)
and υ pabs(t+δ) = σpabs(t ′+δ˜).
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Lemma 10. For each closed term t of ACPsatI√C generated by the embedded constants
and operators of ACPdat√C, there exists a term t ′ containing no other free variable than
w such that υ1abs(t+δ) =
√
sw .
∫
v∈[0,1)σ
v
abs(νabs(t
′)+δ˜).
Lemmas 8(2), 9 and 10 are Lemmas 7, 9 and 10, respectively, from Ref. [8] adapted to
the case with conditionals. It suffices to extend the proofs of those lemmas with the case
that t is of the form b→t ′. This is outlined in Appendix C.
Lemma 8 points out that for a real time process corresponding to a discrete time process,
the initialization time can always be taken to be a discrete point in time. Lemma 9 shows
that for a real time process corresponding to a discrete time process, and for p ∈ [0, 1)
such that the whole process is able to reach time p, the part of the process that starts to
perform actions at time p or later is able to reach any time q ∈ [p, 1). Lemma 10 indicates
that for a real time process corresponding to a discrete time process, the part of the process
that starts to perform actions before time 1 can be regarded as a real time process that starts
to perform actions at time 0 shifted in time by any p ∈ [0, 1) – and parametrized by the
initialization time of the whole process.
The existence of an embedding of ACPdat
√
C in ACPsatI
√
C is now established by
proving the following theorem.
Theorem 11 (Embedding ACPdat√C in ACPsatI√C). For closed terms, the axioms of
ACPdat
√
C are derivable from the axioms of ACPsatI√C and the explicit definitions of
the constants and operators a, σabs, υabs, υabs,
√
d (for processes as well as conditions),
sl and sl> in Table 17.
This is Theorem 12 from Ref. [8] adapted to the case with conditionals. Because some
lemmas used in the proof of that theorem had to be adapted to the case with conditionals as
well, minor changes to the proofs for some axioms of ACPdat
√
are needed. What remains
to be shown is that the additional axioms for conditionals are derivable for closed terms.
This is outlined in Appendix C.
6. Concluding remarks
We extended the main real time version of ACP presented in Ref. [8] with conditionals
in which the condition depends on time. We illustrated how this extension can be used
by means of an example concerning a simple hybrid system, namely a railroad crossing
system. We also extended the main discrete time version of ACP presented in Ref. [8] with
conditionals in which the condition depends on time. The conditions introduced in this case
are essentially the same as the ones originally introduced in Ref. [15]. We demonstrated
that the presented real time version of ACP with time-dependent conditions and condition-
als generalizes the presented discrete time version of ACP with time-dependent conditions
and conditionals.
The discrete time version of ACP with time-dependent conditions and conditionals
presented in Ref. [15] cannot be embedded in the one presented here – although the
conditions introduced are essentially the same. The reason is that one of the auxiliary
operators used in Ref. [15] for the axiomatization of the time-dependent conditions and
conditionals, viz. the spectrum tail operator µ, cannot be explicitly defined in the version
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presented here. We refrained from introducing an additional operator making this operator
explicitly definable because its usefulness in practice remains doubtful.
In Section 5, we introduced the discretization operator to define the notion of a discret-
ized real time process. However, this is not the only application of this operator. Having a
closed term t denoting some real time process, one often obtains by apposite change of the
time scale a closed term t ′ denoting a discretized real time process, i.e., t ′ = D(t ′). In that
case, the process can safely be considered at a more abstract level where time is measured
with finite precision, i.e., on a discrete time scale. This means that analysis of the real time
process t can be replaced by analysis of the discrete time process D(t ′). The point here
is that the abstraction made in the discrete time case makes processes better amenable to
analysis.
It is frequently useful to abstract fully from the timing aspects of a process at a certain
stage of its analysis. This is, for example, the case in the analysis of a railroad crossing
system outlined in Section 3.4. Further extension of the real time and discrete time versions
of ACP presented in this paper with time abstraction appears to be important to make them
suitable for being applied in a fully formal way.
Appendix A. Semantics of ACPsat and its extensions
The structural operational semantics of BPAsat is described by the rules given in Table
20. The structural operational semantics of ACPsat is described by the rules given in Tables
20 and 21. The additional rules for integration are given in Table 22.
In Table 23, the constants and operators of ACPsatI
√
are defined on RTTS∗(A). We use
f and g to denote elements of RTTS∗(A) and ϕ to denote elements of R0 → RTTS∗(A).
We use λ-notation for functions, t and t ′ are variables ranging over R0. We write f (t) ∗ g
for the real time transition system obtained from f (t) by replacing 〈s, p〉 a→〈√, p〉 by
〈s, p〉 a→〈s′, p〉, where s′ is the root state of g(p), whenever s is reachable from the root
state of f (t).
Appendix B. Axioms of ACPdat and discrete initial abstraction
The axiom system of BPAdat consists of the equations given in Table 24. The axiom
system of ACPdat consists of the equations given in Tables 24 and 25. The axioms for
discrete initial abstraction are given in Table 26.
Appendix C. Outline of proofs
Proof of Lemma 8. (1): It is easy to prove by induction on the structure of b that b =√
sv . υ
&v'
abs (b).
(2): This is Lemma 7 from Ref. [8] for the case with conditionals. Therefore, it suffices
to extend the proof by induction on the structure of t with the case that t is of the form
b→t ′:
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Table 20
Rules for operational semantics of BPAsat (a ∈ A, r > 0, p, q  0)
〈δ˙, p〉↑ 〈δ˜, r〉↑ 〈a˜, 0〉 a→〈√, 0〉 〈a˜, r〉↑
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉
〈σ 0abs(x), p〉
a→〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈σ 0abs(x), p〉
a→〈√, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉
〈σrabs(x), p + r〉
a→〈σrabs(x′), p + r〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈σrabs(x), p + r〉
a→〈√, p + r〉
q > p
〈σq+rabs (x), p〉
r→〈σq+rabs (x), p + r〉
¬(〈x, 0〉↑)
〈σq+rabs (x), q〉
r→〈σq+rabs (x), q + r〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉
〈σqabs(x), p + q〉
r→〈σqabs(x), p + q + r〉
〈x, p〉↑
〈σqabs(x), p + q〉↑
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉
〈x+y, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉,
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈x+y, p〉 a→〈√, p〉,
〈y+x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉 〈y+x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉
〈x+y, p〉 r→〈x+y, p + r〉,
〈x, p〉↑, 〈y, p〉↑
〈x+y, p〉↑
〈y+x, p〉 r→〈y+x, p + r〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉
〈x · y, p〉 a→〈x′ · y, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈x · y, p〉 a→〈y, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉
〈x · y, p〉 r→〈x · y, p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑
〈x · y, p〉↑
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉, q > p
〈υqabs(x), p〉
a→〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉, q > p
〈υqabs(x), p〉
a→〈√, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉, q > p + r
〈υqabs(x), p〉
r→〈υqabs(x), p + r〉
q  p
〈υqabs(x), p〉↑
〈x, p〉↑, q > p
〈υqabs(x), p〉↑
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉, q  p
〈υ qabs(x), p〉
a→〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉, q  p
〈υ qabs(x), p〉
a→〈√, p〉
q > p
〈υ q+rabs (x), p〉
r→〈υ q+rabs (x), p + r〉
¬(〈x, q + r〉↑)
〈υ q+rabs (x), q〉
r→〈υ q+rabs (x), q + r〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉, q  p + r
〈υ qabs(x), p〉
r→〈υ qabs(x), p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑, q  p
〈υ qabs(x), p〉↑
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Table 21
Additional rules for ACPsat (a, b, c ∈ A, r > 0, p  0)
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉,¬(〈y, p〉↑)
〈x ‖ y, p〉 a→〈x′ ‖ y, p〉, 〈y ‖ x, p〉 a→〈y ‖ x′, p〉, 〈x y, p〉 a→〈x′ ‖ y, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉,¬(〈y, p〉↑)
〈x ‖ y, p〉 a→〈y, p〉, 〈y ‖ x, p〉 a→〈y, p〉, 〈x y, p〉 a→〈y, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉, 〈y, p〉 b→〈y′, p〉, γ (a, b) = c
〈x ‖ y, p〉 c→〈x′ ‖ y′, p〉, 〈x | y, p〉 c→〈x′ ‖ y′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉, 〈y, p〉 b→〈√, p〉, γ (a, b) = c
〈x ‖ y, p〉 c→〈x′, p〉, 〈y ‖ x, p〉 c→〈x′, p〉,
〈x | y, p〉 c→〈x′, p〉, 〈y | x, p〉 c→〈x′, p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉, 〈y, p〉 b→〈√, p〉, γ (a, b) = c
〈x ‖ y, p〉 c→〈√, p〉, 〈x | y, p〉 c→〈√, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉, 〈y, p〉 r→〈y, p + r〉
〈x ‖ y, p〉 r→〈x ‖ y, p + r〉, 〈x y, p〉 r→〈x y, p + r〉,
〈x | y, p〉 r→〈x | y, p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑
〈x ‖ y, p〉↑, 〈y ‖ x, p〉↑, 〈x y, p〉↑,
〈y x, p〉↑, 〈x | y, p〉↑, 〈y | x, p〉↑
〈x, p〉 a→〈x′, p〉, a ∈ H
〈∂H (x), p〉 a→〈∂H (x′), p〉
〈x, p〉 a→〈√, p〉, a ∈ H
〈∂H (x), p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈x, p〉 r→〈x, p + r〉
〈∂H (x), p〉 r→〈∂H (x), p + r〉
〈x, p〉↑
〈∂H (x), p〉↑
〈x, 0〉 a→〈x′, 0〉
〈νabs(x), 0〉 a→〈x′, 0〉
〈x, 0〉 a→〈√, 0〉
〈νabs(x), 0〉 a→〈√, 0〉
〈x, 0〉↑
〈νabs(x), 0〉↑ 〈νabs(x), r〉↑
b→t ′ IH= b→√sv . υ&v'abs (t ′)
SASGC10= √sv . (υvabs(b)→υ&v'abs (t ′))
A6ID,(∗),DISTR+= √sv . (υvabs(b)→υ&v'abs (t ′)+υ&v'abs (δ˙))
Lemma 8.1,CSIA2,SI18= √sv . (υ&v'abs (b)→υ&v'abs (t ′)+υ&v'abs (δ˙))
SAI0,SAT1= √sv . (υ&v'abs (b)→υ&v'abs (t ′)+σ &v'abs (δ˙))
SASGC1= √sv . υ&v'abs (b→t ′).
(*) We make use of the proof for the case that t is of the form δ˙. 
Proof of Lemma 9. This lemma is Lemma 9 from Ref. [8] adapted to the case with con-
ditionals. The condition υ pabs(t) /= σpabs(δ˙) needed in the case with conditionals implies the
condition t /= δ˙ used in Ref. [8]. There, observing that the lemma would follow immedi-
ately, we only proved by induction on the structure of t that there exists a t ′ such that:
(1) υ pabs(t) = σpabs(t ′) and (2) if p ∈ [0, 1) and υ pabs(t) /= σpabs(δ˙), t ′ = t ′+σ 1−pabs (δ˙). Here, it
suffices to extend that proof with the case that t is of the form b→t ′:
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Table 22
Rules for integration (a ∈ A, r > 0, p, q  0)
〈P [q/v], p〉 a→〈P ′, p〉, q ∈ V
〈∫v∈V P, p〉 a→〈P ′, p〉
〈P [q/v], p〉 a→〈√, p〉, q ∈ V
〈∫v∈V P, p〉 a→〈√, p〉
〈P [q/v], p〉 r→〈P [q/v], p + r〉, q ∈ V
〈∫v∈V P, p〉 r→〈∫v∈V P, p + r〉
〈〈P [q/v], p〉↑〉q∈V
〈∫v∈V P, p〉↑
Table 23
Definition of operators on RTTS∗ (a ∈ Aδ , p ∈ R0)
δ˙ = λt . δ˙
a˜ = λt . υ tabs(a˜)
σ
p
abs(f ) = λt . υ tabs(σpabs(f (0)))
f+g = λt . (f (t)+g(t))
f · g = λt . (f (t) ∗ g)
υ
p
abs(f ) = λt . υ tabs(υpabs(f (t)))
υ
p
abs(f ) = f (p)
f ‖ g = λt . (f (t) ‖ g(t))
f g = λt . (f (t) g(t))
f | g = λt . (f (t) | g(t))
∂H (f ) = λt . ∂H (f (t))
νabs(f ) = λt . υ tabs(νabs(f (t)))
∫∗(V , ϕ) = λt . ∫(V , λt ′ . ϕ(t ′)(t))
√
s
∗(ϕ) = λt . υ tabs(ϕ(t))
(1) υ pabs(b→t ′) SASGC1= υ pabs(b)→υ pabs(t ′)+σpabs(δ˙)
IH= υ pabs(b)→σpabs(t ′′)+σpabs(δ˙)
SASGC3= √sv . σpabs(υ vabs(υ pabs(b))→t ′′)
SI18,SIA4= σpabs(υ pabs(b)→t ′′).
(2) υ pabs(b→t ′) /= σpabs(δ˙)
SGC1,SGC2ID,SASGC1⇒ υ pabs(b) = t and υ pabs(t ′) /= σpabs(δ˙).
By the induction hypothesis,
υ
p
abs(b)→t ′′ = υ pabs(b)→(t ′′+σ 1−pabs (δ˙)) SGC1= υ pabs(b)→t ′′+σ 1−pabs (δ˙).

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Table 24
Axioms for BPAdat (a ∈ Aδ)
x+y = y+x A1
(x+y)+z = x+(y+z) A2
x+x = x A3
(x+y) · z = x · z+y · z A4
(x · y) · z = x · (y · z) A5
x+δ˙ = x A6ID
δ˙ · x = δ˙ A7ID
σ 0abs(x) = υ0abs(x) DAT1
σmabs(σ
n
abs(x)) = σm+nabs (x) DAT2
σnabs(x)+σnabs(y) = σnabs(x+y) DAT3
σnabs(x) · υnabs(y) = σnabs(x · δ˙) DAT4
σnabs(x) · (υnabs(y)+σnabs(z)) = σnabs(x · υ0abs(z)) DAT5
σnabs(δ˙) · x = σnabs(δ˙) DAT6
σ 1abs(δ˙) = δ DAT7
a+δ = a A6DAa
υnabs(δ˙) = δ˙ DATO0
υ0abs(x) = δ˙ DATO1
υn+1abs (a) = a DATO2
υ
m+n
abs (σ
n
abs(x)) = σnabs(υmabs(x)) DATO3
υnabs(x+y) = υnabs(x)+υnabs(y) DATO4
υnabs(x · y) = υnabs(x) · y DATO5
υ0abs(δ˙) = δ˙ DAI0a
υn+1abs (δ˙) = σn+1abs (δ˙) DAI0b
υ0abs(a) = a DAI1
υn+1abs (a) = σn+1abs (δ˙) DAI2
υ
m+n
abs (σ
n
abs(x)) = σnabs(υmabs(υ0abs(x))) DAI3
υnabs(x+y) = υnabs(x)+υnabs(y) DAI4
υnabs(x · y) = υnabs(x) · y DAI5
Proof of Lemma 10. This lemma is Lemma 10 from Ref. [8] adapted to the case with
conditionals. The form
√
sw .
∫
v∈[0,1)σ
v
abs(νabs(t
′)+δ˜) realizable in the case with condition-
als generalizes the form
∫
v∈[0,1)σ
v
abs(νabs(t
′)+δ˜) obtained in Ref. [8]. Hence, it suffices
to extend the proof by induction on the structure of t with the case that t is of the form
b→t ′:
υ1abs
(
b→t ′+δ) SATO4,SASGC4= b→υ1abs(t ′)+υ1abs(δ)
SGC1,6,BOOL4,6= b→υ1abs(t ′)+b→υ1abs(δ)+υ1abs(δ)
SATO0,3,6= b→υ1abs(t ′)+b→υ1abs(δ)+δ
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Table 25
Additional axioms for ACPdat (a, b ∈ Aδ , c ∈ A)
x ‖ y = x y+y x+x | y CM1
δ˙ x = δ˙ CMID1
x δ˙ = δ˙ CMID2
a (x+δ) = a · (x+δ) CM2DA
a · x (y+δ) = a · (x ‖ (y+δ)) CM3DA
σnabs(x) (υ
n
abs(y)+σnabs(z)) = σnabs(x z) DACM2
(x+y) z = x z+y z CM4
δ˙ | x = δ˙ CMID3
x | δ˙ = δ˙ CMID4
a · x | b = (a | b) · x CM5DA
a | b · x = (a | b) · x CM6DA
a · x | b · y = (a | b) · (x ‖ y) CM7DA
(υ1abs(x)+δ) | σn+1abs (y) = δ DACM3
σn+1abs (x) | (υ1abs(y)+δ) = δ DACM4
σnabs(x) | σnabs(y) = σnabs(x | y) DACM5
(x+y) | z = x | z+y | z CM8
x | (y+z) = x | y+x | z CM9
a | b = c if γ (a, b) = c CF1DA
a | b = δ if γ (a, b) undefined CF2DA
∂H (δ˙) = δ˙ D0
∂H (a) = a if a ∈ H D1DA
∂H (a) = δ if a ∈ H D2DA
∂H (σ
n
abs(x)) = σnabs(∂H (x)) DAD
∂H (x+y) = ∂H (x)+∂H (y) D3
∂H (x · y) = ∂H (x) · ∂H (y) D4
SGC4,SATO4= b→υ1abs
(
t ′+δ)+δ
IH= b→
∫
v∈[0,1)
σ vabs
(
νabs(t
′′)+δ˜
)
+δ
SAT3,INT10= b→
∫
v∈[0,1)
(
σvabs
(
νabs(t
′′)
)+δ)+δ
SGC1,6,BOOL4,6= b→
∫
v∈[0,1)
σ vabs
(
νabs(t
′′)
)+δ
SASGC9=
∫
v∈[0,1)
(
b→σvabs
(
νabs(t
′′)
))+δ
INT10=
∫
v∈[0,1)
(
b→σvabs
(
νabs(t
′′)
)+σvabs(δ˜))
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Table 26
Axioms for discrete initial abstraction (i not free in G)
√
dj . G =
√
di .G[i/j ] DIA1
υnabs(
√
di . F ) = υnabs(F [n/i]) DIA2√
di . (
√
dj . F ) =
√
di . F [i/j ] DIA3
G = √di . G DIA4
(∀n ∈ N •υnabs(x) = υnabs(y))⇒ x = y DIA5
σnabs(a) · x = σnabs(a) · υnabs(x) DIA6
σnabs(
√
di . F ) = σnabs(F [0/i]) DIA7
(
√
di . F )+G =
√
di . (F+υiabs(G)) DIA8
(
√
di . F ) ·G =
√
di . (F ·G) DIA9
υnabs(
√
di . F ) =
√
di . υ
n
abs(F ) DIA10
(
√
di . F ) G =
√
di . (F υ
i
abs(G)) DIA11
G (
√
di . F ) =
√
di . (υ
i
abs(G) F) DIA12
(
√
di . F ) |G =
√
di . (F |υiabs(G)) DIA13
G | (√di . F ) =
√
di . (υ
i
abs(G) |F) DIA14
∂H (
√
di . F ) =
√
di . ∂H (F) DIA15
A6ID,SAT3=
∫
v∈[0,1)
(
b→σvabs
(
νabs(t
′′)
)+σvabs(δ˙)+σvabs(δ˜))
SASGC3,SIA4=
∫
v∈[0,1)
(√
sw . σ
v
abs
(
υ wabs(b)→νabs(t ′′)
)
+√sw . σvabs(δ˜)
)
DISTR+,SAT3=
∫
v∈[0,1)
√
sw . σ
v
abs
(
υ wabs(b)→νabs(t ′′)+δ˜
)
SASGC8,SIA17= √sw .
∫
v∈[0,1)
σ vabs
(
νabs(υ
w
abs(b)→t ′′)+δ˜
)
. 
Proof of Theorem 11. This theorem is Theorem 12 from Ref. [8] adapted to the case
with conditionals. In Ref. [8], it is shown that the axioms of ACPdat√ are derivable for
closed terms from the axioms of ACPsatI
√
and the explicit definitions of the constants and
operators a, σabs, υabs, υabs and
√
d (for processes) in Table 17. In Ref. [8], use is made
of two lemmas that do not go through for the extension with conditionals, viz. Lemmas 9
and 10 from that paper. In the case with conditionals, Lemmas 9 and 10 from this paper
have to be used instead. Fortunately, this requires only minor changes to the proofs for four
axioms, viz. CM2DA, CM3DA, DACM3 and DACM4. What remains to be shown is that
the additional axioms for conditionals are derivable for closed terms. This is nontrivial for
the following axioms: CDAI3–CDAI7, CDIA1–CDIA8, DASGC2, DASGC3, DASGC8
and DASGC9. However, the proofs for most of these axioms are either similar to proofs
for axioms of ACPdat
√ (CDIA1–CDIA8, DASGC8 and DASGC9) or simpler than most
of those proofs (CDAI3–CDAI7 and DASGC3). Therefore, we only give an idea of the
proofs.
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The proofs for axioms CDAI3–CDAI7 require little effort. They involve short calcula-
tions using axioms BOOL1–BOOL7 and CSAI1–CSAI10.
The proofs for axioms CDIA1–CDIA5 are analogous to the proofs for DIA1–DIA5 in
Ref. [8] – axioms CSIA1–CSIA5 are used instead of axioms SIA1–SIA5. The proof for
axiom CDIA6 is similar to the proof for DIA10 in Ref. [8] – axiom CSIA6 is used instead
of axiom SIA10. The proof for axioms CDIA7 and CDIA8 are similar to the proof for DIA8
in Ref. [8] – axioms CSIA7 and CSIA8 are used instead of axiom SIA8. Distributivity of
initial abstraction over ∧ and ∨ is needed, but that can be derived as in the case of +.
The proof for axiom DASGC2 goes as follows. First, prove (1) sl(n+ 1)→x =∫
v∈[n,n+1)(pt (v)→x), mainly by short calculations using axioms BOOL1–BOOL7 and
CSAI1–CSAI10, and (2) x = x+b→x, by application of axioms SGC1, SGC6 and
BOOL4. Then, having proven Eqs. (1) and (2), the proof for axiom DASGC2 involves
mainly application of axiom SASGC2, these equations and the following immediate con-
sequence of Lemma 8(2) and axiom SIA2: υ pabs(υ pabs(t)) = υ pabs(υ &p'abs (t)).
The proof for axiom DASGC3 is very easy. It consists of applying axiom SASGC3
and the following immediate consequence of Lemma 8(1) and axioms CSIA2 and SI18:
υ
p
abs(b) = υ &p'abs (b).
The proofs for axioms DASGC8 and DASGC9 are again similar to the proof for DIA8 –
axioms SASGC10 and SASGC11 are used instead of axiom SIA8. Distributivity of initial
abstraction over→ is needed, but that can be derived as in the case of +. 
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